NFINIT Network Passport is an aggregation of network services that allows clients the ability to combine various network use cases into a single product. By extending a network transport circuit between a client’s site(s) and the NFINIT data center network, we are able to provide commercial grade blended bandwidth as well as shared and dedicated transport to public clouds and other data centers via a single circuit. With NFINIT Network Passport, you have the benefit of ease of management and ultra-high-speed movement of data between clouds, datacenters and premises at a price point lower than using disparate circuits.

Utilizing the NNI relationships built out between most major carriers, NFINIT stretches the commercial-grade data center connections to a client’s site. The network effectively builds a software-defined service that allows multi-cloud service provider connections, data center interconnections (P2P), multi-carrier blended office internet services and redundant failover service through a single circuit. Provision dedicated, private, and reliable connections within metros, nationally, and internationally in seconds. This service enables real-time data portability, as it leverages on-demand bandwidth to quickly and cost effectively transfer, migrate, and replicate data between providers. Travel the Internet and public clouds without the complications with NFINIT Network Passport.

About NFINIT
NFINIT is a leading provider of enterprise-class cloud, connectivity, colocation and technology services. As a full stack technology services company, NFINIT maintains a consultative approach that ensures complete understanding of clients’ unique challenges and requirements to help place their workloads in the most optimal environment. NFINIT’s mission is to provide best in breed technology solutions combined with the highest level of subject matter expertise and support to fulfill our clients’ technology roadmaps.